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Message From The President

Nurses at Work
The Mississauga Camera Club has
been selected for an exhibition of
Nurses at Work at the Living Arts
Centre. The exhibit will run from
September to November 2010 and
more details on the Opening event
will follow in the next few months.
The Nurses at Work project is an
opportunity for our members to
give back to our community by
raising the awareness for the vital
contribution that nurses make.
This project has a modest budget
and a plan to fund it from
contributions from our members,
their employers and friends. For
recognition
to
the
corporate
donors we will incorporate their
logo on the invitation card, gallery
wall and the exhibit‟s web site.
This is a club driven project and
we need all the support you can
give.
Marcus Miller
President
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Preparing Prints for Competition
Robbie’s Workflow
Robbie Robinson
When asked to provide some info on my printing work flow, I wondered what I could say to help others
because I am not really a “print person”. I make prints for two reasons: to get a better look at the
photos than I can get on even my largest screen, and to get some criticism from the print judges. I
know that most us laugh at the judges seeming over-concern for mats, but because it is so hard to get
critical comments that can help you improve it is really worthwhile to suffer through the judging. For
whatever it‟s worth, here‟s what I do to get my images into the print competitions.
1. I check the calibration of my monitors now and then. I know you are supposed to do it frequently
but I am very lazy about this. I use a Spyder 3 device to do this.
2. I put the possible candidates in one digital folder for an upcoming competition. I am careful about
trying to have a level horizon in landscapes. I experiment with the cropping for an 11x14 print. (I like
to crop a little closer than most people, I think.) I almost always have to improve the lighting a bit by
lightening the shadows and bringing down the highlights a bit. I like relatively contrasty photos, so that
gets adjusted too. I usually leave any sharpening I am going to do until I have a first look at a print.
3. I print up the most likely candidates in 8x10 size as cheaply as I can, without worrying about the
cropping for this size. You can probably do this at home, but since I don‟t keep my printer in good
shape, I almost always take these images to Walmart for their one hour printing. It is absolutely
necessary to have their desk person write “NO Adjustment” on the slip. (If you forget to do this, just
tear up the prints before you look at them.) I then look at these trial prints very closely. It‟s amazing
what I can miss if I only look at an image on a monitor. There are almost always changes I want to
make before I‟m ready for a final print.
4. I now always get the final prints made for me. I know if I try to do it myself I will keep printing until
I run out of time or ink - and on my printer the result will not be very good. I always submit 11x14
prints now as that seems to be the best compromise between size and cost. I have submitted 11x14
prints from Walmart (as have other members from Costco) but by far the best prints I get are done by
Omar Sheikh for not much more money.
5. If I take the image to Walmart I have to do the final sharpening. I usually use the Unsharp Mask
method in whatever editor I am using, only because I have the best feel for using that one quickly and
gently. However lately I have had good results with the Lightroom 2 sharpening function too. If I am
taking the image to Omar or someone else to print it, it is usually best to leave the final sharpening to
the person who does the printing as they know their printer best.
6. I mat my prints, using pre-cut mats and the backing boards of size. Don‟t even think of cutting your
own mats unless you are a lot handier than I am. (The last mat I tried to cut looked terrible especially
in the corners, and ruined two backing boards I had put under it as well as a tablecloth below that and that was using a mat cutting device. Exacto knives are the worst.) I buy my mats and backing
boards from Curry‟s (Queensway and Cawthra) because they are nearby, have a reasonable variety
and reasonable prices. I generally use off-white mats to avoid distracting a judge‟s eyes too much.
Remember that the openings in these mats are cut just slightly smaller than the 11x14 nominal
dimension so allow for that in your cropping.
7. I use a thin white sticky tape (see the list below) to hold the edges of the print to the back of the
mat. Scotch tape will tear your print when you try to remove it, but this white tape peals quite easily.
I am careful not to have any ripples in the print.
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8. I attach the mat with the print to the backer board using small pieces of a strong tape that is sticky
on both sides. The object is to keep the assembly together during transport and judging but to have
both the mat and backing board salvageable for another competition. I find that a sharp thin knife will
separate the boards after the competition. If you reuse your mats, make sure that they haven‟t picked
up obvious marks.
9. Finally I put a label on the back near the top left corner (as I look at it) that contains the title, my
name, the category, and any other required info. I put the whole thing in a plastic bag that can be
folded & taped so the print can‟t move around, and then put my name on the outside of the bag.
Here are the supplies I use, with the product names from Curry’s*
Logan mats, in 16”x20” size, precut for 11”x14” images.
(There are 7 colours available.)
Mi-Teintes mat boards, conservation quality, in 16”x20” size
American flat white tape, in ¾” width (1 roll will last a long time.)
Premium double-sided tape, in 12mm width (1 roll is enough for ages.)
(* Other suppliers with comparable products will probably have different

Very approx. price
$7 ea.
$3 ea.
$8/roll
$6/roll
names.)

It may sound like a lot of bother, but it doesn‟t take much time or effort to get a print ready for
competition after you have done the first one. For me the critical exposure is certainly worth the effort
even if the print ends up in a folder in a drawer. The pile of them helps me see that I am learning.

Hilarie's Workflow
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
When I first joined the club in 1993, my world was prints... My first submission at the first competition
was a 5x7 print done commercially at the local camera store ..I was horrified that it had to be mounted
and matted!
Because the minimum print entry size was to be 8x10, I bought two readymade mats, one 8x10 and
one 5x7 and fit one inside the other..
That entry won first prize!
I competed with 'prints only ' for the first 5 years! Some of those still hang on my wall.
I used to scour the framing stores for reject mats. They all seemed to have a bin of mats that didn't
meet their standards. Many were irregular sizes, but would in effect crop an 8x12 full frame 35mm
print, so they became my main source.
As time went on, and being a crafty sort of person, I started cutting my own matts with an exacto
knife. Not a task I would recommend - actually I was too cheap to have mats made. Soon after I
bought a compact logan mat cutter and have been using that ever since. It‟s the kind with a ruler with
a clamp, and a cutting device that runs along a track.
As for my workflow nowadays, I tend to make 4x6 sample prints to test colour of images I love and
would perhaps hang myself. These samples become greeting cards. It isn't imperative the colours are
perfect for greeting cards so even the mistakes are useable. In most cases the colours are fine and I
go ahead and print the large copy.
Occasionally I jump right in and print up one large one to start with. If it isn't quite what I expected, it
becomes my sample for my portfolio that I take to clubs when I give a presentation. In most cases it
is perfect and goes into a pile of ready prints 'just in case'. Many of them adorn the walls in my
basement computer room,
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Sometimes I am just too emotionally attached to an image to use it right away. It doesn't meet my
expectations. A few weeks later I can view it more objectively. Occasionally, some images just don't
have the same impact in print form as a projected file, especially if you are cropping it to fit the 16x20
format.
I still use an Epson 1280 that prints well, considering the software is a very basic generic one for Vista
and the inks are non-archival. I have a custom profile for one paper only, heavyweight matte, which I
print on exclusively for competition...
For me it‟s the least expensive and the most forgivable surface for the painterly look I prefer.
I can also use canvas or cotton rag paper with that profile with excellent results, but it is a waste for
competition.
As far as the mats go, I buy a large sheet of matboard for around $7 at Loomis art store on Dundas st
near the 403 . I find them a little cheaper than Curry's, and closer to home. They will cut a sheet into
4 pieces which are 16x20. Sometimes they charge a dollar, sometimes not. Having a membership to
VAM or the camera club helps with a small discount. I do the same for the foamcore. I choose the thin
one.
All my matts are cut the same with a 2-1/4” border that fits a 12x16 print. I often print my image full
frame, 12x18, and then fit a mat over the top to effectively crop it to size. I use the reject matts to
help to choose the mat colour and image for the competition or mood I'm in at the time.
I use white tape and run it across the top of the print only, so it dangles from the matt, then I secure
the matt with two faced tape to the backing board. Paper needs to be able to expand with the humidity
so it won‟t wrinkle, especially if framed.
In desperation I have had a framer cut four single matts at once. Often they can use center pieces
from other jobs so you don't pay as much for several as you do for one.
My math is so bad that I always used to get the mat size wrong and then had to fill a large gap with an
inner mat. It became my style for a few years to have a 1/2” or 1” second mat because of my own
stupidity!
At this point in time with the economy the way it is, I feel too much emphasis is being put on mats. Yes
the images look better with them, but perhaps for competition purposes, just mounting them on a
piece of matboard or foamcore would suffice. The judges seem very accepting of this mounting
method. The only problem is that it is permanent, and its easy go get the print mounted in the wrong
place.
Sometimes prints are damaged slightly in competition, in spite of the care that is taken. For me it isn't
worth the cost for professional printing and mounting. Personally I enjoy doing it myself.
I would wish also that there be some way to not have to mount them at all. Once mounted, they take
up room and not all prints on foamcore fit in cheap frames.
On many occasions I have used a commercial lab to print some custom work and I have been
delighted.
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Wendy’s Lazyway
Wendy Baillie
My workflow for entering the MCC print competition is the lazy person‟s way.
After the photo is selected I then upload my digital file to my professional printer in Toronto. The
business name is Marcormedia and the owner Marco Rodigques is also a photographer which I
appreciate dearly. Marco has my photo printed and ready within 24 to 48 hours. Marco takes the time
to really get to know his customers and their photography style plus most importantly their computer
system for colour calibrations.
I have no need for proofing Marco‟s work before he prints the final job even though I am slightly color
blind.
My husband works only a few blocks from Marcormedia and so he brings the photo home. Or if Marco
is travelling through Oakville to his other clients then he drops off my photo. It is rare that I have to
travel into Toronto for a photo pick up.
Then it is off to my framer. The business name of my framer is Lily of the Valley which is located in the
Dundas and Mavis area of Mississauga. David Lu is the owner and he also takes a very active role in
choosing the right matt for my competition photos. I am constantly being asked, “Who does my
matting and framing?” David does very professional work and his work always compliments my photos.
The last stage is sending in the digital file of my print submission to prints@mccdigital.ca. All I can say
is the past print committee had tons of patience for me and reassured me that I would eventually catch
on to sending in a digital file.
So you add this all up and what do you get. That‟s right, a very strong support system to help enhance
my photography work but quite a lazy person‟s way of doing the legwork for entering a competition.
On a final note, let me tell you about an eye opener I had just a few weeks ago. A MCC member
mentioned to me that when she is downloading her photos off her camera that she files the
competition worthy photos immediately into a separate file. What a novel idea! I just might try that
system some day.
Macrormedia
263 Adelaide Street West, Suite 212
Toronto, On
416.586.9754
Marco Rodrigues

Lily of the Valley Art Gallery
1100 Dundas St. West,
Mississauga, On
905.566.5955 (phone ahead)
David Lu
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Mounting the Picture
David Simmonds
Material required:
20 inch by 16 inch Mounting Board and Mat Board (same colour and size);
double sided tape; masking tape; lint free cloth and scissors

Step 1: Apply masking tape to the top of the
back of the Picture

Step 2: Flip the Picture

Step 3: Place the Mat over the Picture and attach the masking tape
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Step 4: Flip the Picture and apply masking tape to 3 sides of back of Picture and Mat

Step 5: Apply double sided tape to back of Mat
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Step 6: Apply Mat and Picture to the Mounting Board with double sided tape

Please note no glue is used. Use less tape if you intend to reuse the mat and mounting board.
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Photo Essay Competition: 2010
Results And Advice
David Penty
We recently concluded the 2nd annual photo essay competition with a very small increase in entrants
from last year. This year we had entries from MAC users, submitting Quicktime files. But, the results
show that we are slowly learning the finer points of creating photo essays.
Our judges, who deliberated for 3 hours on 13 essays, were
 Pat Zuest
 Joe Vitale
 Robert Zakrison
They were dedicated, reasonable but definitely focused on specific essay qualities. You can read about
how essays are judged on the MCC website. However, as a brief intro, judges are instructed to look at
3 different facets:
 Photography
 Sound, Narration and Text
 Purpose and Production
It is the last category – Purpose and Production - that forces our talented club members to expand
their skills.
On several of our club entries, judges invariably said “Photo Essays need to be more
than a series of photos set to music. There needs to be a start (scene setting slide), a development,
and a clear denouement/ ending. This should be reflected not only in the slides, but also just as
importantly in the music. There should be a clear end to the music, consistent with the slides, not just
a fade out. As peoples skills develop, they will find themselves shooting for essays differently; wide
angle intro shots; shots for transitions; shots to summarize”
“Don‟t miss opportunities to build your story by shots from different vantage points; shots grouped by
subject matter; varieties of emphasis on wide to detail shots (e.g peoples expressions filling the
image, details of wheels, feet, panning effects).
On Sound, and Narration, here are some other really useful comments
“While the background music is obviously personal taste, it should fit with the images…and should
avoid obvious clichés. “
“Some essays lend themselves to narratives. The images are so good they leave the audience
begging for more of „the story‟”.
“Synchronize music ending with the end of essay – the endings should complement each other”
Of course, the basic mechanics of assembling an essay requires attention to detail
“Don‟t try to take a loose collection of photos and try to force them into an essay”
“Don‟t overdo transitions, they can be very distracting”
“If you try to match lyrics, beware they can trick you into „jangling‟ or „jolting‟ the flow of the essay”
“Often less is better”
“Avoid jarring the audience… either by an image that is too fast a transition from the direction the
story is going in, or an image which doesn‟t fit, or suddenly changes from vertical to horizontal. In
the latter case, the vertical can be zoomed in to fill the screen to help transition to a horizontal. “
Finally, as you assemble the product, give thought to your title. As the judges stated, “Title of the
essay is important – the listener has an expectation based on title”
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The club members who competed on our second annual photo essay competition were:
TITLE
Bird Kingdom
Aqua Flower
Many Faces of Myanmar
Mississauga Marathon
Doors, Latches & Locks
Radial Trains 2
A Walk on the Beach
Colours of Yellowstone
Between the Lines
Neon Signs
Waltz of the Flowers
A Fanciful Journey

AUTHOR
Al Munro
Al Tilson
Allen Gray
David Simmonds
Doug Johnston
Fred Dixon, Don +1
Jean Weller
Jerry Soltys
Ken Wan
Marcus Miller
R. Robinson
Sandra Roemer

The winning photo essay was Marcus Miller with a total score of 73 out of a maximum of 90. Two of
the 3 judges gave Marcus a score of 9 in production and overall.
Some of the specific comments which the judges offered on Marcus‟ essay were:
 Good essay – good length
 Music related to slides
 Lots of variety - montages worked well
 Good layering
 Excellent show! – stayed on topic, flowed well, had good variety
 Very enjoyable
 Interesting transitions/effects
 Theme is clear and developed sufficiently
 Relationship of theme to words in song was definitely thought out carefully
Tied for 2nd were Allen Gray and Jerry Soltys and the judges were equally pleased with the essays:
I liked the sliding door effects
Good music
Terrific images and super saturated colours
Music was appropriate and set a mood that was reflected in the images
Length of show was good
So, next year we will host another photo essay competition. Start thinking about your images and
music right now and you\ll be well equipped to deliver a winning essay next year.
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Creating ‘Neon Signs’
Marcus Miller

The project started with picking the music, „Sound of Silence‟, by Simon and Garfunkel, and then I
looked for inspiration in the music for the theme. Neon signs seem to fit to the opening lyrics, „Hello
darkness my old friend, I’ve come to talk with you again‟.
I started shooting in March 2009 and accumulated images over the next four months. The three best
locations in Mississauga for neon signs: Port Credit, Dundas/Hurontario and Burnamthorpe/Mavis.
I made frequent trips during the week scouting for signs on major streets and shooting one or two
signs per outing. As the days became longer, I went out later and later. At first I re-shot a lot of the
signs as I discovered better camera settings and experimented with the assembly process of a sign in
ProShow.
Most images were shot on a 12-24mm lens. Exposure compensation reduced ambient light and a
wide-open aperture reduced details in the back of stores. All images needed cleaning up. The
Photoshop part was tedious because neon signs are dirty, dusty and covered with flyspecks. All are
behind glass, which is also dirty or caused unwanted reflections from other lights.
The variety of signs is endless and many signs didn‟t make it into the show. The selection was
narrowed to unusual signs and flashing signs. All have neon illumination. It is interesting to note that
neon signs account for a small portion of the lit advertising signs.
I had several interesting encounters with total strangers while out shooting signs. Most people on the
street were respectful, curious and gave me a wide berth. Those on the way home from the pub were
the boldest. I avoided shooting beer signs in the windows of bars, because I found out that the bar
patrons really don‟t want to be seen.

Port Credit Fortune Teller

I met two fortune tellers in my
travels. One fortune teller in
Oakville confronted me in front
of her store and didn‟t believe
me when I told her I collected
sign
images.
The
other
fortuneteller was bewildered at
first, until her husband came out
to find out why I was taking the
pictures.
So I complimented
him on his signs by asking how
much the signs cost. If I told
people I was making a movie,
they thought I was nuts.

Oakville Fortune Teller
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Assembling the essay was challenging. I built the show in ProShow Producer.
To make a sign flash, I took 2
images, one of each of the 2 lit
states of the sign.
For best effect in the show, I had
a sign blink 5 times which
consisted of 10 images set on 10
layers. Getting the timing fixed
accurately was also a challenge. I
needed to have the program play
through the series of 10 layers so
that each image was illuminated
serially for the same duration,
which was half a second per layer.
For the first two months, I manually loaded each layer on the Time Line. Then I discovered the Key
frame Editor in the software that allowed me to pictorially align the layers, arrange the viewing
sequence and fix the illumination time. This was a great sanity saver.
The most complex sign was the large water bottle with water pouring out. It is made up of 5 unique
images. I took hundreds of images because the sign moved fast and I needed to isolate out each of
the segments. For this image the sign has 25 layers keyed to appear in a 5-step sequence repeating 5
times. The images as you can see were slightly skewed and this was re-aligned in ProShow.

I spent a lot of time playing with various ProShow settings, trying new ideas and abandoning ones that
didn‟t work. I timed the signs to the music and made endless adjustments. ProShow Slide Effects
routines were used for moving the beer signs around and for animating the tooth sign.
Having spent a lot of time preparing this show, here are a few tips for essay photographers:







Start early, it takes longer than you think
Keep your show simple, ideally one piece of music.
Select a theme or topic
Use a variety of images and photographic techniques
Clean up, crop and re-size your images.
Have fun and let your imagination run
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Doors
Doug Johnston
What do you do when you have a collection of
images – 100 or so, that are really meaningless in
themselves, but for some reason have an attraction
to you?
Why, of course, you create a Photo Essay!
I‟m only half joking, because one of the essences of
an essay is to involve the audience in what is it that
is so interesting to you…in our medium, visually.
However, with the availability of slide production
software, you can add in the impact on the senses
of well chosen music, informative captions, even
voice over.
Bob Warren, our Workshop Chair, is always emphasizing that the best way to learn is to teach a
workshop, and I can certainly vouch for that gem of wisdom. I was already interested in the essay
medium, and when our guru, Paul Armstrong moved on to greater things, I thought I could add some
value to exploring this topic. So I plunged in.
As I was putting the workshop together, I learned that one of the first steps is that you are telling a
story and you have to develop a theme. In checking on the internet I discovered the following
commentary
“Shows about inanimate objects can be tough because we humans are more interested in things
that move, or at the very least, breathe. So for the heck of it, let‟s look at doors:You love doors.
You have hundreds of door pictures, but who, besides you, of course, is interested in doors?
Explain to yourself what you like about doors. Is it a philosophical notion about life‟s doorways?
Or maybe it‟s the concept of concealing and revealing.”1
I was surprised, because I am an inveterate door shooter, and have shots of doors and door handles
from all over the world. (In fact, if you really want to an essay on bemused expressions you should
take pictures of the faces of people walking by, as you, with all your expensive gear, spend hours
focusing your camera on….well, doors.)
So I actually had the subject for a photo essay, but how to put it together? How did I want to involve
the audience? With an audio commentary about the location? How ornate the doors are? The history?
Music? Wait a minute. Didn‟t Paul McCartney have a song about doors?
Back to the internet where I tracked down “Let „Em In”. The words didn‟t quite match where I was
going with my door images, with references to Martin Luther, Brother John etc. I did not have images
to support those words, and they were kind of off topic. In the workshop I had emphasized the need to
make sure that any music ”aligned” with the images, so that meant I would need to do some audio
editing, as well as all the Photoshopping, and Pro-Show-Golding needed to put the essay together.
I also decided that I would use the essay to show a number of mask and transition treatments which
we had discussed at the workshop, knowing that I was:
a) Going against my own guidelines of keeping such things low key so they don‟t cause what I call
“jarring the audience”.
b) Running the risk that the judges would find the show “gimmicky”.
1

The Book for ProShow Enthusiasts. Edited by Barbara Coultry
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However, I was satisfied that I could tie in most of these treatments with the rhythm and flow of the
music, and edited out the parts of the song that did not work for me.
Well, now I had my subject, my theme and my structure. After that, it was a simple matter of
selecting images, fitting them with pans, zooms and masks, adjusting timing, adding transitions,
discarding favourite shots that really didn‟t add anything, adding front and back end titles.
Yes, simple to say, hard and time consuming to execute. I spent several hours at it. Now I can
understand why it takes movie production so long in editing. One winner at the Oscars said it took six
years to create 60 minutes. I can believe it.
But hey, in the end I enjoyed my little exercise, I enjoyed expressing the fascination that doors have
for me and I know it caused some debate amongst the judges!
Maybe it will even open more doors for learning! I hope you will join in building your own experience
and enjoyment of this new outlet to your creativity.

Judging - Behind the Scenes
Robbie Robinson
Here are two photos I took at the digital competition judging yesterday. I thought the one of the
participants at least might give our members who have not been to a judging some idea of the amount
of effort that goes into this work. The three judges, all accredited and selected from other GTA camera
clubs, are seated in the front row. I will identify them only as Allan, Nathan, and Sandy. I was tempted
to paint blindfolds on each of them but thought that might lead to some confusion over whether I was
protecting their identities or
commenting on their judgement. Seriously, they did a hard and serious job evaluating nearly 190
photos over 4 hours. They were critical in their scoring but very fair.
The three judges each hold a digital input device that sends their scores to a laptop screen behind
them on the recorders' table. The software also displays the total of the 3 scores, which is then read
back to the judges for confirmation.
Back of the row of judges were MCC members who were there to record scores and judges' comments,
to carry out the other tasks that need to be done, or to observe the judging. For example Jim Calvert
was there as a newly accredited judge using the opportunity to unofficially hone his scoring skills. The
leader of this whole orchestra is the Digital Competition Chair, Omar.
The second photo, showing the screen from the judges' position probably does not add much, and
might give people the wrong idea of how much effort Omar puts into making sure the projected image
is calibrated to ensure that it accurately represents the entry.
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GTCC Competition Update
Dateline February 20, 2010: Judging for the Interclub 2010 was completed today at the Toronto
Camera Club. After all of the promotion, hoop-law and energy expended you might be curious about
the outcome. Sorry, I can't tell - yet. If I did - someone on the GTCCC Interclub Committee might
break my camera and shatter my lenses. It's a secret. So you will just have to wait until the Public
Exhibition of Selected Prints and Projected Digital Images on March 20th for all of the results and
presentations. If you can't attend or don't have a ticket I will, of course, let you know by e-mail, an
announcement at the April 1st meeting or simply with personal comments and impulsive bragging
about your successes. Of course, the May Klik will summarize all of our club's honours for you in detail.
The Mississauga Camera Club entered a total of 133 submissions including 100 digital images and 33
prints from a total of 34 photographers. I'm very pleased with this participation. And as I have said
repeatedly, the quality of submissions was exceptional to my eye so we SHOULD fare extremely
well. (Remember, I do know now but my lips are sealed.) I have returned our 2009 trophies to the
GTCCC today so that they can be re-engraved and held in preparation for the Exhibition with all of
your others!! When you read this the 2010 Winter Olympics and the 2010 Interclub will be events of
the past. But on March 20 all the results will be in and I'm sure it will keep athletes and photographers
alike busy polishing medals and awards!
Congratulations to everyone who submitted images. Remember, competitions provide the right to
improve. So you are now by default already a better photographer in my books!
Well done!
Warren Davis

CONFESSIONS OF A MADWOMAN
ARMCHAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
While watching the Olympic opening ceremonies, I thought, 'wouldn't it be fun to capture those
aboriginal costumes with a slow shutter speed'... unfortunately, by the time I thought of it, that part of
the ceremony was almost over. However, I sat there with my trusty camera like a total fool and fiddled
with settings until I got something I thought I could work with. Somewhere in the back of my mind, I
remembered the refresh rate of a TV is 1/15th second, so that was the optimal speed for my TV screen
which is an old fashioned regular sort of TV.
I used my Canon 40D on manual mode, (70-200 f4 L lens) evaluative metering ( the metering was
constantly fluctuating as the scenes changed) so that was hit and miss a lot of the time... Trying to
catch a split second onscreen from a TV production is a major challenge. In any case, what I got gave
me a huge smile..
Some interesting shots --
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The reason why I did this in the first place.. See if you can figure out which image I used....
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COMPETITION RESULTS
March 2010
Digital Beginner

Digital Intermediate

Pictorial
1ST WOMAN OF HAVANA
2ND PAUSE
3RD MISTY MORNING AT PEGGY'S
HM L A LOOKERS

Pictorial
Ina Miglin
Michael Cutmore
Jon Clarke
Pradipta Datta

23
22
21
21

1ST FORD
2ND DECEMBER MORNING AT THE
3RD FOOTSTEPS AT DAWN
HM BEACH VISTA

Omar Sheikh
Philippe Lapointe
Bob Warren
Warren Davis

22
21
21
21

1ST HORNED OWL

Don Meaker

22

HM TORONTOSKATE
HM LOLLIPOP BREAK

Robert Mongrain
Rainer Rothfuss

21
21

2ND AMERICAN KESTREL

Debbie Fuller

21

Bruce Peters
Rainer Rothfuss

22
22

Nature

Artistic Contemporary
1ST CANOE FRAME BREAKOUT

Jon Clarke

21

2ND THROWING A TANTRUM (A

Shannon Gilmour

20

Mississauga at Night
1ST RUSH HOUR
2ND FESTIVE CITY

Michael Cutmore
Pradipta Datta

22
21

Decayed and Abandoned

Nature
1ST LIMPKIN WITH SNAIL
2ND GREAT EGRET

Artistic Contemporary
1ST DEWY CUTTEM AND HOWE
2ND NOSTALGIC AFTERNOON
3RD TORONTO CITY HALL - HDR

Suzanne Williams
Bob Warren
Marcus Miller

22
21
20

HM BIG BOX SHOPPING (PHOTO

Robbie Robinson

20

Mississauga at Night

1ST THE END OF ROAD
2ND IN RUINS

Ina Miglin
Sherry Prenevost

21
20

1ST PORT CREDIT LIGHTHOUSE

3RD LONG FORGOTTEN
HM DECAYED AND ABANDONED
HM DAWN AT ANGKOR WAT

Joe Teixeira
Angela Murphy
Sherry Prenevost

20
20
20

1ST BUGGED OUT
2ND TORCHED SCHOOL BUS

Omar Sheikh
Omar Sheikh

24
23

3RD THE OLD HOMESTEAD
HM WINDOW_TO_THE_PAST

Fred Dixon
Stephen Hill

23
22

Digital Advanced
Pictorial
1ST MONARCH BUTTERFLY
2ND SPENCER CREEK
3RD CF-18 COCKPIT

Garry Weiler

21

Decayed and Abandoned

Prints
Pictorial

Robert Bateman
Kevin White
Kevin White

23
21
21

1ST ARIZONA SANDSTONE SWIRL Jerry Soltys
2ND NORTHERN SAW WHET OWL
David Simmonds
3RD REDDISH EGRET
Ron Manning

28
27
25

1ST HOODED MERGANSER WITH

Robert Bohnert

25

HM BALD EAGLE PORTRAIT
HM ABANDONED FARM HOUSE

24
24

2ND SANDHILL CRANES

Raymond Hsu

24

3RD BUFFLEHEAD LANDING
HM FEMALE MERGENZA
HM GEOTHERMAL-POOL

Robert Bohnert
Carol Bohnert
Lisa Husar

23
23
23

Nature

Artistic Contemporary
1ST DOWNTOWN

Al Tilson

24

2ND ELECTRIFYING
3RD AUTUMN'S END

Ron Manning
Leonie Holmes

22
21

HM COLOUR SWIRL

Rob Kennedy

21

Mississauga at Night
1ST CITY HALL CLOCK MOON

Robert Bohnert

22

Decayed and Abandoned
1ST MILL TRACKS

Susan Grexton

22

2ND ALONE
3RD VACATED BARN
HM ABANDONED PAPER MILL
HM ABANDONED FARM HOUSE

Kay Woollam
David Simmonds
Susan Grexton
David Simmonds

21
21
21
21

Ron Manning
David Simmonds

Artistic Contemporary
1ST CAPTIVE AUDIENCE
1ST WELCOME TO

Hilarie McNeil-Smith 27
Robbie Robinson
27
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TROPHY STANDINGS
March 2010
Digital Beginner
Jon Clarke
Michael Cutmore
Michael Bodimead
Pradipta Datta
Angela Murphy
Ina Miglin
Sherry Prenevost
Jack Kozlowski
Roseline Marshall
Beverly-Ann
Jennifer Fowler
John Moore
Don Meaker
Myra P. Jones
Alan Munro
Debbie Fuller
Marilyn Johnston
Jason Hashimoto
Nancy McDowell
Kenneth Wan
Shannon Gilmour
Joe Teixeira
Eric Matto
Tom Snow
Maureen Rodrigues
Paul McLeod
Brenda Bedessee

190
188
186
186
185
184
182
181
181
176
176
173
172
170
170
169
166
120
119
119
117
114
112
107
105
65
61

Digital Intermediate
Omar Sheikh
199
Bob Warren
193
Philippe Lapointe
188
Marcus Miller
186
Rainer Rothfuss
186
Robbie Robinson
185
Bruce Peters
184
Garry Weiler
183
Alan Gray
182
Robert Mongrain
182
Suzanne Williams
182
Fred Dixon
181
Stephen Hill
181
Juri Vosu
179
Janet Brazier
178
Warren Davis
178
Rafael Fernandes
174
Linda Wiesner
173
Doug Johnston
172
Sorin Alb
167
Bob Bowman
165
David Penty
89
Claude Barras
76
Frank Kuznik
60

Digital Advanced
Robert Bohnert
215
Hilarie McNeil-Smith 207
Raymond Hsu
206
Carol Bohnert
205
Jerry Soltys
202
David Simmonds
199
Kevin White
197
Al Tilson
196
Ron Manning
195
Jim Calvert
193
Susan Grexton
192
Karen Simmonds
192
Leonie Holmes
187
Lisa Husar
186
Bruce Kennedy
186
Rob Kennedy
185
Kay Woollam
184
Robert Bateman
183
Clement doRosario
125
Janet Martin
120
Ralph Abell
64
Peter Martin
61

Prints
David Simmonds
Jerry Soltys
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
Robbie Robinson
Ron Manning
Al Tilson
Rainer Rothfuss
Bruce Peters
Omar Sheikh
Juri Vosu
Uliana Yaworsky
Alan Gray
Myra P. Jones
Leonie Holmes
Shannon Gilmour
Marcus Miller
Karen Simmonds
Bruce Kennedy
Debbie Fuller
Suzanne Williams

140
140
139
139
135
130
125
122
121
121
120
117
105
82
75
61
44
39
19
18
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SHARE POINT
1) Hamilton: City of Waterfalls – contributed by Bob Mongrain
I found a cool site maybe this is good to put in Klik and good for future outings too...
http://www.cityofwaterfalls.ca/
You can download a pdf map here... http://www.map.hamilton.ca/maphamilton/gallery/gallery.aspx
select all or places of interest and you will find it.
2) Increase the dynamic range of your photographs with Photomatix: http://www.hdrsoft.com/

MARKET PLACE
For Sale
Sorry, members had no items to offer!

UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS
{April and May 2010}

GUEST SPEAKERS
April 1, 2010
Looking for Light - The Evolution of an Image
Marco Veltri www.pmveltri.com
Marco is a professional filmmaker and photographer. He will discuss the evolution of personal image
making and he will touch on:
What is an image
Documenting your Life and Perspective
Connecting images into a series
Moving beyond your style
Finding an audience
Storytelling and Metaphoric images.
April 16, 2010
Nature as I See It
Paul Janosi www.pauljanosidigitalnaturephotography.com
Paul is a Mississauga-based freelance photographer specializing in Underwater, Travel, Nature and
Wildlife photography. He will share his imagery of the Colorado Plateau, Algonquin Park, wildlife of
North America and some of his Underwater photography.
May 6, 2010
Portrait Photography Made Simple
Max Skwarna www.ashleyandcrippen.com
There's more to taking great portraits that just saying CHEESE! Max Skwarna, a professional portrait
photographer, will show us how he creates outstanding images using both the equipment that most of
us already own plus inexpensive additional accessories. Max will demonstrate lighting, composition
and setting techniques that will allow any of us to shoot professional quality portraits. Bring your
questions and get involved in demonstrations.
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PROGRAMME CHANGE
Annual Banquet
Changed to Thursday May 27 from Thursday June 3

WORKSHOPS
April 10, 2010:
HDR (High Dynamic Range) Photography by Bob Warren and Warren Davis
May 8, 2010:
Photostock Photography by Sorin Alb

SUBMISSIONS
April




16, 2010 for the following Club Competitions:
4th Salon
Jim Cranston
Maurice de Cuhna

Rules and guidelines are available at the club website.

KLIK
Your participation and contributions are welcome – please send your comments and suggestions;
articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting web sites; images with comments etc. to:
KLIK@MCCdigital.ca.
Submission deadline is May 15 for the next issue to be published on May 20, 2010.

OTHER PHOTOGRAPHY NEWS / EVENTS
2009 Hasselblad Masters Awards Winners Announced Congratulations to Canadian Mark Zibert of
Toronto who was awarded 2009 Master for his work in the General Photography category. Now in it‟s
ninth consecutive year, the Hasselblad Masters‟ awards recognizes the top ten photographers in the
following categories: architecture, editorial, fashion/beauty, fine art, general photography,
nature/landscape, portrait, wedding/social, product, and up-and-coming artist. 3000 submissions were
received in 2009, almost double the amount of images received in 2008. After judges selected the top
100 finalists, 10 winners were selected based on photographic ability in the areas of creativity,
composition, conceptual strength, and technical skill. 2009 Hasselblad Masters also included: Lyle
Owerko, USA, Joas Carlos, USA, Claudio Napolitano, USA/Venezuela, Dirk Rees, UK, Mark Holthusen,
USA, Quentin Shih, China, Stephan Zirwes, Germany, Bang Peng, Hong Kong, and Nina Berman, USA.
In addition to being granted the title of Master, each winner is granted access to a Hasselblad H4D
movie camera and script while their work and Master project will be profiled on Hasselblad Web sites
and in the 2009 Masers Vol. 2 - “Emotion” Book. The Masters 2010 awards are now officially open,
deadline is December 31, 2010; more information can be found at www.hasselblad.com.
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INDUSTRY NEWS
The End of Fujifilm Professional Quickload Films FujiFilm Japan will cease to manufacture its
Quickload professional film in April 2010. Due to a significant drop in Quickload sales, the company has
decided to consolidate the professional range films in order to support their remaining lines. The
Quickload film, known for its durable quality and flexibility, will now be sacrificed to enable more
popular formats to be produced and marketed. However, for those endeared by the film, Fujifilm
correspondents say there should be enough stocks of the Quickload Pro 160S, Provia 100F, Velvia 100
and Velvia 50 to last for another 12 months, depending on demand. For fans of medium to large
format photography, Fujifilm also announces that it will continue its production of sheet film. From
early Summer 2010, purchasers of the 5X4 inch and 10X8 inch films will be able to buy 20 sheet boxes
instead of the current 10 sheet packs. www.fujifilm.ca

Call for Artists/Photographers
Agnes Jamieson Gallery
Canadian Landscape Juried Exhibition, July 27-Sep 11, 2010
Deadline for submissions: 4:30pm on Friday, June 4, 2010.
For more information go to www.mindenculturalcentre.com
Beaux-arts Brampton www.beaux-artsbrampton.com
i) Open Juried Wildlife, Nature and Native Show
August 31, 2010 - September 18, 2010
OPENING RECEPTION & AWARDS: Wednesday, September, 8th from 6 to 9 p.m.
ii) Open Juried Photography Show
May 04, 2010 - May 29, 2010
OPENING RECEPTION: Thursday May 6, 2010 - 6 to 9 pm
Email the gallery for a PDF entry form
Fifth Annual Desmond Juried Art Exhibition & Sale
Celebrating Canadian Rural Living. A juried exhibition exploring the themes of small towns and
rural living in Canada. Deadline for submission in jpeg file format is Mon 24 May at 5pm. Entry form
and details online at www.desmondart.com.
For further information please email douglasdesmond@desmondlawoffice.ca or telephone: 519 674
1955
John B. Aird Gallery "PHOTO-OP" Open Call For Submission The call for entry for PHOTO-OP (A Juried
Photography Exhibition) is now open. Please download the entry form from our website (under 'Open
Calls') or pick up a hard copy from the gallery in person. www.airdgallery.org
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President
Marcus Miller

Workshops
Bob Warren

Membership
Linda Wiesner

Past President
Doug Johnston

Outings
TBD

Communications
Stephen Hill

Vice President
TBD

Competitions – Digital
Omar Sheikh

GTCCC Rep
Warren Davis

Secretary
Bob Bowman

Competitions – Print
Jerry Soltys and
Wendy Baillie

Social
Craig Stuart

Treasurer
Myra Jones

Program
Reg Bindon

Editorial
Pradipta Datta

T H E MI S SI SS A U G A C A ME R A C L UB

Meetings:
Cawthra Seniors‟ Community Centre,
1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga
E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca

